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Taking the High Road
Scottish f irm Orbex is planning a radical approach
t o a launch vehicle for the small satellite market
that w ill f ly f rom the UK.
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An amazing start to 2019
punctuated by the first softlanding on the far side of the Moon
by China's Chang'e 4, sustained by
Israel's Beresheet soft-lander on a
Falcon 9. As we raise in the news
analysis (page 2) everyone it
seems is now heading for Earth's
nearest celestial neighbour. By the
way, America got to the far side
first with Ranger 4 on 26 April 1962,
but it was not in a survivable
cond ition!
Congratulations must go to
Skyrora for re covering the first
stage of the UK's only national
satellite launcher- Black Arrow
- now being prepared fo r display
(page 16). The fortunes of that
company too warrant applause as
they pioneer a resurgence in UK
launch vehicles.
lt is getting close to the month
we celebrate th e 50th anniversary
of the first humans to land on the
Moon and we have the first of
three articles this month preparing
some background on the impact of
that event (page 28). it is also
fascinating for me to see the
emerg ing collection of original
Apollo documents now in the
hands of legitimate collectors,
each with a deep sense of history.
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Space-sleut h and historian Joel W. Pow ell looks
at the remarkable array of mission patches and
logos that have, sometimes controversially,
adorned spacecraft over the last 60 years.
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28 The Impact of Apollo- Part 1
Nick Spall FBIS begins his th ree-part series
surveying the impact of t he Moon landings on
human society, technology and the subsequent
development of space exploration.

32 Two to get ready
Long-t ime collector of space-age artefa cts and
memorabilia Mark Yates describes a particularly
important document from the Apollo 16 mission
- the Cue Card preparing the astro nauts for their
EVAs in the rugged lunar highlands.
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